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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Code of Federal Regulations,10 CFR 50.55a, requires that inservice
testing (IST) of certain ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 pumps and valves be
performed in accordance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code and applicable addenda, except where relief has been requested and
granted or proposed alternatives have been authorized by the Consission
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(f)(6)(1), (a)(3)(1 , or (a)(3)(ii). In order toobtain huthorization or relief, the licensee)must demonstrate that:
(1) conformance is impractical for its facility; (2) the preposed alternative
provides an acceptable level of quality and safety; or (3) compliance would

- result in a hardship or unusual difficulty without a compensating increase in
' the level of quality and safety. Section 50.55a(f)(4)(iv) provides that
inservice tests of pumps and valves may meet the requirements set forth in :

,

subsequent editions and addenda that are incorporated by reference in 10 CFR
50.55a(b), subject to the limitations and modifications listed, and subject to j
Commission approval.

|

NRC guidance contained in Generic Letter (GL) 89-04, " Guidance on Developing
Acceptable Inservice Testing Programs," provided alternatives to the Code
requirements determined to be acceptable to the staff and authorized the use
of the alternatives in Positions 1, 2, 6, 7, 9, and 10 provided the licensee
follow the guidance delineated in the applicable position. When an
alternative is proposed which is in accordance with GL 89-04 guidance and is
documented in the IST program, no further evaluation is required; however,
implementation of the alternative is subject to NRC inspection. Generic
Letter 89-04, Supplement 1, and NUREG-1482, " Guidelines for Inservice Testing |

at Nuclear Power Plants," give further guidance.

Section 50.55a authorizes the Commission to grant relief from ASME Code
requirements or to approve proposed alternatives upon making the necessary
findings. The NRC staff's findings with respect to granting or not granting 1

the relief requested or authorizing the proposed alternative as part of the
licensee"s IST program are contained in this safety evaluation (SE).

|

|
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2.0 BACKGROUND

By letter dated December 1,1992, Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation
submitted Relief Request VR-24 for the Wolf Creek Generating Station IST
program. VR-24 tequested Commission approval to allow implementation of OM
Part 10 for inservice testing of valves, but without immediate implementation
of the requirements of OM-1 for inservice testing of safety and relief valves.
OM-1 was to be incorporated into the IST program at the beginning of the
second ten-year interval which began September 4,1995. In NRC's letter dated
March 12, 1993, the use of M-10 for inservice testing of valves, without
implementing OM-1 at that time, was approved pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a,
paragraph (f)(4)(iv), noting that the licensee should submit relief requests
for any requirements that are determined to be impractical. In the licensee's
letter of December 14, 1993, it was noted that the revision of the IST program
to meet the requirements of OM-10 was completed October 13, 1993, with initial
testing to the new requirements scheduled for completion by March 31, 1994.
The NRC issued a safety evaluation dated February 22, 1995, for the relief
requests associated with the implementation of OM-10. In its letter dated
August 31, 1995, the licensee submitted the second ten-year interval program
for the Wolf Creek Generating Station IST program. The revised program meets
the requirements of the 1989 Edition of Section XI which references OM-6 for
IPST of pumps, OM-10 for IST of valves, and OM-1 for IST of safety and relief
valves.

3.0 EVALUATION OF VALVE RELIEF REQUESTS

The relief requests reviewed in the February 22, 1995, safety evaluation
covered Relief Request 2VR-1 (previously numbered VR-6) and Relief Request
2VR-2 (previously numbered VR-II). The evaluations of these two relief
requests are repeated here for completeness. Relief Requests VR-25, 26, and
27, related to disassembly and inspection of check valves, were evaluated in
the February 22, 1995, safety evaluation, but are replaced by a general relief
request ZVR-6 which is evaluated below.

3.1 RELIEF REQUEST 2VR-1

Relief from the testing requirements of Part 10, Section 4.2.1.4 for valve
exercising and stroke time measurements is requested for the diesel air start ,

solenoid valves. '

Basis for Relief: The licensee stated " Valve stroke time cannot be measured.
These valves are solenoid operated and are enclosed with the solenoid. The
valves have no position indication devices. These air start valves are
required to start the associated diesel. Diesel start time is affected by
valve stroke time. Valve degradation can be detected by ensuring the diesel |

'comes up to speed in sil2 seconds and by observing approximately equal pressure
drops in the starting air tanks. Therefore, diesel start time and starting
air tank pressure changes will provide indication of valve performance and
identify significant degradation. Reference NUREG-1482, Section 3.4."

1
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Alternate Testina: The licensee proposed " Proper operation of these valves
will be verified by measuring Diesel Start Times and observing Starting Air!

i
! Tank Pressure changes.
;

i Also, according to Valve Table Note 37, the parameters will be monitored
j during each monthly test of the diesel generators." )

i
.

: Evaluation ;

i
i

The design of the diesel air start system does not include features to enable
|
; measurement of the stroke times for the air-start solenoid valves and,
! therefore, it is impractical to meet the code requirements. The solenoid
i valves are enclosed, precluding observation of travel, and have no position
!

indicating devices. However, the diesel generator is tested monthly to ensure
; that the diesel achieves operating speed within 12 seconds. Any test of the
' diesel that fails the 12-second criteria will require corrective actions,
j including determination of the condition of the solenoid valves.

Additionally, the starting air tank pressure changes will be observed during
diesel testing for information on valve performance. Imposition of the code
regrirements would be a burden on the licensee, necessitating replacement of
the walves or design changes to the system.

Conclusion

Relief is granted to test the diesel air-start solenoid valves and monitor the
condition by monitoring the diesel start times monthly, with acceptance
criteria based on the diesel start times, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(f)(6)(i)
based on the impracticality of performing the stroke time measurement in
accord with Code requirements and the burden on the licensee if the code j

requirements were imposed. The alternativ9 testing provides adequate |
assurance of the operational readiness of the valves.

I

3.2 RELIEF REQUEST 2VR-2

An alternative method of performing the position indication verification for |

the pressurizer safety relief valves is proposed. The test requirement |
'

specifies that valves with remote position indicators shall be observed
locally at least once every 2 years to verify that valve operation is
accurately indicated (Part 10, Section 4.1).

Basis for Relief: The licensee stated " Actuation of these valves for position
indication verification would require retesting to ensure the Set Relief
Pressure is correct. This would result in increased testing and unnecessary ,

!

radiation exposure to test personnel."

Alternate Testina: The licensee proposed "Each valve's lift indicating switch
assembly will be detached from the valve spindle. A magnet and a lift
indicating switch setting tool will be used to simulate valve open and closed
positions which verifies lift indicating switch assembly position with remote
position indication."
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Evaluation

The pressurizer safety relief valves provide overpressure protection for the
primary system and are self-actuating on rising pressure. Position indicating
devices will inform operators when the valve has opened, though other
indications would also make the operator aware that the reactor coolant system
pressure is being relieved through the valves (e.g., cessation of increasing
pressure). To test the position indicating device on a pressurizer safety
valve locally involves opening the valves as installed whether (1) by
increasing primary system / pressurizer pressure to the lift setpoint, or (2) by'
using a hydraulic lift device. Lift setpoint testing may be performed using
such an assist device, but may also be performed offsite at a test facility.
Although the code does not specifically require that after any actuation of
the valve, the lift set pressure must be reverified, industry experience has
shown that valve seat leakage can occur after valve lift, damaging the valve
seat if not repaired expeditiously. Therefore, unnecessary lifts at pressure
are avoided. Performing a position indication verification by lifting the
valve as installed could necessitate (1) maintenance to perform seat lapping
or machining, or (2) adjustment of the valve settings which would require
reverification of the lift setpoint. As the licensee indicates in the basis
for the proposed alternative, increased testing, possibly further damaging the
valves, and unnecessary maintenance, with accompanying radiation exposure to
test personnel, could result.

As an alternative to actually lifting the valve, the licensee proposes to
simulate valve opening and closing, and observe the lift indicating switch
assembly position and indication at the remote panel. This simulated test
will verify that the device is properly indicating the position when the
switch is actuated. Under actual operating conditions, the compression of the 1

spring would actuate the switch for indicating valve opening. The simulated
test verifies that the indicating system from switch actuation at the valve to
the remote indication is working properly, meeting the intent of the periodic
verification requirement. Requiring the licensee to perform the verification
by lifting the valve creates a hardship or unusual difficulty without a
compensating increase in the level of quality and safety that can be achieved
by the proposed alternative.

Conclusion

The alternative to perform position verification for the !ressurizer safetyvalves by simulating opening and closing and actuating th indicating switch
is authorized pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(ii) based on the hardship or ,

unusual difficulty without a compensating increase in the level of quality and |

safety that could result if verification by actual actuation of the valves
were required.

3.3 RELIEF REQUEST 2VR-3

Relief from the requirements for the accuracy of set pressure measurement (OM-
1-1987, Paragraph 1.4.1.2) was proposed for the component cooling water (CCW)
surge tank vacuum relief valves EGV-0305 and EGV-0306 and the containment
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: spray additive tank vacuum relief valves ENV-0058 and ENV-0106. Paragraph

1.4.1.2, along with the tolerance limits in applicable paragraphs for
:

acceptance criteria, requires that the overall combined accuracy ensure that?

.

the limits of the actual set pressure be in the range of I percent above to
i 2 percent below the indicated (measured) set pressure. Valves EGV-0305 and

EEV-0306 open to prevent a vacuum from forming inside the CCW surge tanks
i which could cause the tanks to implode and collapse. Valves ENV-0058 and
|

ENV-0106 open to allow flow from the sodium hydroxide spray additive tank and
!

prevent tank collapse should the vacuum inside the tank exceed the design
| limits of the tank.

| Basis for Relief: The licensee stated " Characteristically, vacuum breakers
are set to relieve at very low differential pressures. In these cases the set

4

I pressures are:
4

6 psi CCW Surge Tanks
2" Hg (0.98 psi) Spray Additive Tanks

In order to meet the Code accuracy requirements for testing these valves the
instrument accuracies would be 0.06 psig and .0098 psig, respectively.
Instrumentation providing this level of accuracy is not typically maintained
in a power plant facility.

The functional requirement of a vacuum breaker is only relevant in the opening
direction. The closure characteristics are generally irrelevant - so long as
the valve remains closed under operating conditions. There is no concern
related to premature opening (e.g., inventory loss). Thus, it is possible to
establish the lower limit for opening such that there is considerable margin
to the maximum opening value without affecting the required valve performance
with respect to system function."

Alternate Testina: The licensee proposed " Instrument accuracy and " target
setpoint" for these vacuum relief valves will be established such that the
overall combined accuracy specified in the test procedure will limit the
actual set pressure to 1% above the stamped set pressure."

Evaluation

The test device exerts a force on the disc and opens the valve. The setpoint
of the vacuum breaker is tested by setting the force of the test device and
then opening the valve. Adjustments to the valves are made as necessary. The
test device may be adjusted so that the output force can be made to account
for the inaccuracies in the test device. The licensee indicates that the
setup will be such that the valves will be set from the actual stamped set
pressure (which is given in vacuum - per teleconference with the licensee on I

September 18,1995) for the valves and will be 1 percent in the
!nonconservative direction (i.e., the valves will open to relieve vacuum no
]more than 1 percent greater vacuum pressure than the stamped set pressure in
|

vacuum).

!
!

!
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Because the function of these valves is to open to relieve vacuum, the
function of the valves will be met even if the valves lift early, and a
tolerance of I percent greater vacuum pressure, accounting for inaccuracies,
is consistent with the requirements of OM-1. It would be a hardship to
require the licensee to purchase or contract for instrumentation with an
accuracy that would fully comply with the code because such instrumentation is
generally of laboratory standards quality rather than power plant use. There
would not be a compensating increase in the level of quality and safety if the
code requirements were imposed on the licensee since the alternative testing

j maintains a level that will ensure that the valves will relieve vacuum within ,

no more than 1 percent greater vacuum pressure than the stamped set pressure. !

Additionally, there would be no adverse impact on safety to waive the
requirement to assure a limit of 2 percent below the indicated sot pressure.
Operational problems would be indicative of set pressure drift to a low value
(i.e., a lower vacuum pressure causing early opening) because the affected
valve would open under conditions which did not require it to relieve vacuum
and corrective actions could be taken at such time.

'

Conclusica
'

Based em the hardship without a compensating increase in the level of quality
and safety if the code requirements were imposed, the alternatiye testing is
authorized pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(ii).

1

3.4 RELIEF REQUEST 2VR-4

Relief is requested from the requirements of OM-1-1987, Paragraph 8.1.2.2, I

" Accumulator Volume," for a minimum accumulator volume below the valve inlet,
based on the valve capacity and a calculation according to a given formula.
The request is applicable to all testing of safety and relief valves used for
compressible fluid services other than steam.

Basis for Relief: The licensee stated "The accumulator volume requirement is
not required for simple determination of the valve set pressure. This was
recognized by the [ASME OM] Code Committee and corrected in more recent
versions of the OM Code."

Alternate Testina: The licensee proposed "The volume of the accumulator drum
and the pressure source flow rate shall be sufficient to determine the valve
set-pressure. (Ref. ASME OM Code-1990, OMc-1994 Addenda, Paragraph I 8.1.2)."

Evaluation

The licensee proposes to use the provisions of the 1994 Addenda to the OM Code
related to the accumulator volume for valves in compressible fluid services

.

other than steam. The NRC has not yet incorporated the OM Code (including any'

addenda) into 10 CFR 50.55a; however, the NRC agrees with the change to
Paragraph 8.1.2. The 1994 Addenda included a substantial revision to Appendix
I (previously OM-1) to correct a number of editorial errors, clarify a number

_ __ --
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of issues, and incorporate feedback from licensees who have updated to OM-1
(1986 Edition and 1989 Edition of ASME Code) and encountered problems in
implementing the requirements.

The remaining provisions in Paragraph 8.1.2 for valves in compressible fluid
services other than steam do not appear to bear any relation directly to the
accumulator volume. The other changes in this paragraph relate to thermal
equilibrium, correlation factors for the test media, and control rings.
Therefore, the change related to accumulator volume can be used without any
other related requirements from the later addenda of the code (i.e., OM-1-1987
requirements will continue to apply for these items). Testing with only the
volume of the accumulator drum and the pressure source flow rate will give an
acceptable level of quality and safety for the minimum accumulator volume
below the valve inlet as determined by the OM Connittee in the 1994 Addenda of
the GM Code.

Conclusion

The alternative to use the 1994 Addenda of OM-1 is authorized pursuant to 10
CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(1) based on the acceptable level of quality and safety
assured by the alternative set pressure testing.

3.5 RELIEF REQUEST 2VR-5

' Relief is requested from the requirements of OM-1-1987, Paragraph 8.1.3.4,
" Temperature Stability," for all safety and relief valves tested under ambient
conditions using a test medium at ambient conditions. Parasraph 8.1.3.4
requires that the test method shall be such that the temperature of the valve
body shall be known and stabilized before commencing set prersure, with no
change in measured temperature of more than 10 degrees F in 30 minutes.

Basis for Relief: The licensee stated "For valves tested under normal
prevailing ambient conditions with test medium at approximately the same
temperature the requirement for verifying temperature stability is
inappropriate. There is little or no consequence of any minor changes in
ambient temperature. This has been identified by the OM-1 Code Working Group
and the ASME [0M] Code Committees and is reflected in the latest version of
the Code (OM Code - 1995),' Paragraphs.I 8.1.2(d) and I 8.1.3(d). Reference
NUREG-1482."

,

Alternate Testina: The licensee proposed "For safety and relief valves tested i

under ambient conditions using a test medium at ambient conditions, the test i

temperature will be recorded prior to each test but there will be no |verification of thermal equilibrium performed." -

Evaluation

Paragraph 8.1.3.4 of OM-1-1987 requires that the tested valve be at a thermal
equilibrium condition prior to testing. The 1994 Addenda and the 1995 Edition
of the OM Code added a clarification for valves in compressible fluid services
other than steam or in liquid service. Specifically, verification of thermal

..
_ _ - _ _ _ _
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equilibrium is not required for valves which are tested at ambient temperature
using a test medium at ambient temperature. The addition to Appendix I was
made because these valves would already be at thermal equilibrium. Testing
may commence after recordinfi the temperature. Taking a temperature
measurement and waiting at ' east 30 minutes to ensure thermal stability is an
unnecessary delay for these service valves. The intent for thermal
equilibrium continues to be met.

The 1994 Addenda included a substantial revision to Appendix I (previously OM-
1) to correct a number of editorial errors, clarify a number of issues, and
incorporate feedback from licensees who have updated to OM-1 (1986 Edition and
1989 Edition of ASME Code) and encountered problems in implementing the
requirements. In Section 4.3.9 of NUREG-1482, the NRC indicated that this
addition to the OM Code (i.e., thermal equilibrium for valves tested at
ambient temperature is not required) was considered one of a number of
clarifications to the requirements of earlier editions of OM-1 (i.e., one
issue that was not previously addressed). Section 4.3.9 of NUREG-1482
indicates that licensees may use specifically listed clarifications from the
later editions or addenda of DM-1 when using the 1981 or the 1987 Edition (of
OM-1), and other changes or additions to OM-1 which are determined to be
clarifications only. Such clarifications may be used by licensees if the use
is documented in their IST program or test procedures, as appropriate.

Conclusion

It is acceptable to follow the requirements of the later edition of the code
for thermal equilibrium of valves in compressible fluid services other than
steam or in liquid service that are tested at ambient temperatures using a
test medium at ambient temperature. Because the NRC considers the addition to
the code a clarification, as noted in NUREG-1482, no specific authorization is
necessary. By including the relief request in the IST program, the use of the
addition to the code is documented by the licensee. Documentation of the
determination of which valves need the criteria must be available for on-site
review.

3.6 RELIEF REQUEST 2VR-6
,

,

For disassembly and inspection of all check valves, the licensee proposes to
follow the sampling plan outlined in the 1994 Addenda to the OM Code.

Basis for Relief: The licensee stated "ASME OMa 1988, Part 10 [0M-10),
Sectien 4.3.2, " Exercising Tests for Check Valves," discusses d isassembly and
inspection in lieu of check valve exercising. Generic Letter 89-04, Position
2, does not apply to ASME OMa-1988, Part 10. The sampling techniqui allowed
by Position 2 of Generic Letter 89-04 is not discussed in ASME OMa-1988, Part
10. ASME OMc-1994, Subsection ISTC 4.5, contains all of the requirements for
testing check valves as discussed by ASME OMa-1988, Part 10, Section 4.3.2,
and includes the sample disassembly guidance outlined by Position 2 of Generic
Letter 89-04. ASME OMc-1994, Subsection ISTC 4.5, contains all of the

|
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requirements for testing check valves set forth in ASME OHa-1988. In addition
to the current requirements, guidance is given for the implementation of a .

sample disassembly examination program." |

Alternate Testina: The licensee proposed " Check valve exercising (inspection)
will comply with the requirements of ASME OMc-1994, Subsection ISTC 4.5,
including the limits and guidance for sample disassembly."

'

Evaluation

OM-10 allows the use of disassembly and inspection each refueling outage as an
acceptable means of exercising check valves to the position required to
fulfill their safety function (s). However, OH-10 does not address a sample
program as was described in Generic Letter 89-04, Attachment 1, Position 2.
If applying a sample plan, similar (e.g., same model number, manufacturer,
size) valves in the same service, but in multiple trains, may be grouped such
that the disassembly and inspection is scheduled on a rotating basis each
refueling outage for the group of valves. Such a plan minimizes the number of
times a valve must be disassembled if the valve is in a group (i.e., greater
than one valve in the same service in multiple trains). Minimizing the number
of disassemblies, while adequately monitoring for degradation based on the
group of valves, is desirable because disassembly is an intrusive means of |

monitoring the valves, though it is an effective means of identifying valve
internal problems that might not otherwise be identified.

OM-10 did not specify that disassembly and inspection was an acceptable means
of exercising check valves only when it is impractical to test the valves and ,

verify obturator movement by other listed means. However, Subsection ISTC |
4.5.4(c) specifies that if the test methods in ISTC 4.5.4(a) and ISTC 4.5.4(b) ,

are impractical for certain check valves, or if sufficient flow cannot be I

achieved or verified, a sample disassembly examination program shall be used
to verify valve obturator movement. Therefore, by extending the disassembly
inspection based on grouping valves (ISTC 4.5.4 provisions) from each
refueling outage for each valve (OM-10 requirement), an added requirement is

,

that this is acceptable only when testing is impractical. Such a limitation'

on the use of a sample plan for disassembly and inspection comports with thei

alternative described in Position 2 of Generic Letter 89-04.
'

The specific requirements for a sample disassembly examination program ,

delineated in Subsection ISTC 4.5.4 monitor the applicable check valves for
degrading conditions when testing is impractical. Therefore, allowing the
licensee to implement the provisions of ISTC 4.5 as an alternative to 0M-10,
Section 4.3.2, will ensure an acceptable level of quality and safety.

Conclusion

The use of ISTC 4.5 of the OM Code,1994 Addenda, gives an acceptable level of
quality and safety and is authorized pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(1) for
those check valves which fall within the guidance and requirements of
ISTC 4.5. The licensee is responsible for justifying and documenting the
impracticality for each valve included in a group for purposes of disassembly

.- - . . _ - - .- - . . - - -- _
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and inspection prior to implementing this alternative. Documentation must be |
available on-site for inspection.

1

4.0 PUMP RELIEF RE00ESTS

The IST program for the Wolf Cnek Generating Station includes four pump
relief requests which are evaluated below.

4.1 RELIEF REQUEST 2PR-1

Relief is requested from the requirements of OM-6, Paragraph 4.6.4(a),
regarding the measurement of pump vibration for centrifugal pumps specifically
as applicable to the emergency fuel oil transfer pumps.

Basis for Relief: The licensee stated "The Emergency Fuel Oil Transfer pumps
are submerged within the Diesel Feel 011 tanks, [and] thus [are] inaccessible.
Therefore, a vibration measurement is impractical."

Alternate Testina: The licensee proposed "The Emergency Fuel Oil Transfer
pumps will be refurbished or replaced during the Technical Specification
4.8.1.1:2.1.1 required drain down and inspection of the Diesel Fuel Oil tanks
(reference Rethese pumps, gulatory Guide 1.137). Given the history of reliability forthis periodic replacement will provide adequate assurance that
bearing degradation will not result in pump failure.

Evaluation

Regulatory Guide 1.137, " Fuel-011 Systems for Standby Diesel Generators,"
recommends that, as a minimum, the fuel oil stored in the diesel generator
fuel oil supply tanks be removed, the accumulated sediment removed, and the
tanks cleaned at 10-year intervals. Wolf Creek Generating Station Technical
Specification 4. 8.1.1. 2.1.1 requires that the licensee clean the tanks every
ten years. It is possible that the tanks may require cleaning more often, and
if so, the pumps should be inspected and maintained at each opportunity. The
licensee indicates that the pumps have a history of reliable operation. If
future operation indicates that a ten-year interval between inspection and
maintenance is too long, the licensee could adjust the tank cleaning schedule
to accommodate the pump schedule, if required. With the design configuration
such that the pumps are completely submerged in the tanks and inaccessible for
monitoring pump bearing vibration, the requirements of the code for vibration
measurement are impractical. Imposition of the requirements would require
that the system be redesigned. Monitoring the hydraulic performance
parameters (i.e., flow rate and pressure differential) quarterly and
refurbishing or replacing the pumps at least once every ten years will provide |

a measure of assurance of the operational readiness of the pumps.

I

!

. . , _ , --. _ -__.
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Conclusion

Relief from the requirements of OM-6 to measure the vibration of the diesel
fuel oil pumps is granted pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(f)(6)(1) based on the
impracticalities of meeting the code requirements. The burden on the licensee
of imposing the requirements has been considered in evaluating the granting of
relief.

4.2 RELIEF REQUEST 2PR-2

Relief is requested for the full scale range requirements for analog
instruments used to measure pump discharge pressure for the residual heat
removal (RHR) pumps. OM-6, Paragraph 4.6.1.2, requires that the full scale
range of each analog instrument shall not be greater than three times the
reference value.

Basis for Relief: The licensee stated " Pump discharge pressure is compared to
pump suction pressure to determine pump differential pressure. Reference

Jvalues for discharge pressure for these pumps are between 200 psig and 300 1

psig. This would require a discharge pressure gauge of 0 - 600 psig maximum. |

The accuracy required for this gauge would be 2% of 600 psig which _is +/- 12
psig. The permanent discharge pressure gauges currently installed are 0 - 700
psig with a tolerance of less than +/- 12 psig. Although the permanent
instruments are above the maximum range limits, they are within the accuracy
requirements and are therefore suitable for the test. Reference NUREG-1482,
Section 5.5.1."

Alternate Testina: The licensee proposed "Use the present permanently
installed discharge pressure gauges."

Evaluation

When the range of a permanently installed analog instrument is greater than 3 '

times the reference value, but the accuracy of the instrument is more
conservative than the code required accuracy, the combination of the range and
accuracy may yield a reading at least equivalent to the reading that could be ;

achieved when complying with the code. For the RHR pumps, the reference
values for discharge pressure could be as low as 200 psig. The code requires
a gauge that would have a full scale of 0 - 600 psig maximum (three times 200
psig). The. installed gauges have a range of 0 - 700 psig with an accuracy of
approximately 1.7 percent full scale or better. The combination ensures that
the measured value is within +/- 12 psig of the actual value and has the same
tolerance as the combination of the code required range and accuracy.
Therefore, the use of the permanently installed gauge as an alternate to the
Code-required gauge will provide an acceptable level of quality and safety.
The licensee is responsible for ensuring that the instrument reading precision
(e.g., reading marks) is acceptable for the testing.

.-- - - - .
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Conclusion

The alternative to the Code requirements for the full-scale range of the RHR
pump discharge pressure gauges is authorized pursuant to 10 CFR-
50.55a(a)(3)(i). The alternative (i.e., use of the currently installed gauge)
provides an acceptable level of quality and safety.

'

4.3 RELIEF REQUEST 2PR-3

Relief is requested from the requirements for the full-scale range of the
analog instruments used to measure suction pressure for the centrifugal
charging pumps. OM-6, Paragraph 4.6.1.2, requires that the full scale range
of each analog instrument shall not be greater than three times the reference
value.

Basis for Relief: The licensee stated " Reference values for suction pressures
for these pumps are between 30 psig and 40 psig. This would require suction
pressure gauges [with a full-scale range] of 0 - 90 psig maximum. The
accuracy required for this gauge would be 2% of 90 psig which is +/- 1.8 psig.
The permanent suction pressure gauges currently installed are 0 - 150
psig +/ ' 1.0 psig. Although the permanent instruments are above the maximum ,

range limits, they are within the accuracy requirements and are therefore
suitable for the test. Reference NUREG-1482, Section 5.5.1." -

' Alternate Testino: The licensee proposed "Use the present permanently
installed suction pressure gauges."

Evaluation

When the range of a permanently installed analog instrument is greater than
3 times the reference value, but the accuracy of the instrument is more
conservative than the code required accuracy, the combination of the range and
accuracy may yield a reading at least equivalent to the reading that could be
achieved when complying with the code. For the centrifugal charging pumps,
the reference values for suction pressure could be as low as 30 psig. The
code requires a gauge that would have a full scale of 0 - 90 psig maximum
(three times 30 psig). The installed gauges have a range of 0 - 150 psig with
an accuracy of approximately 0.7 percent full scale or better. The
combination ensures that the measured value is within +/- 1 psig of the actual
value and has a tighter tolerance than the tolerance that the combination of
the code req'uired range and accuracy has. Therefore, the use of the
permanently installed gauge as an alternate to the Code-required gauge will
provide an acceptable level of quality and safety. The licensee is
responsible for ensuring that the instrument reading precision (e.g., reading
marks) is acceptable for the testing.

Conclusion

The alternative to the Code requirements for the full-scale range of the
centrifugal charging pump suction pressure gauges is authorized pursuant to

. - - .- - - . . -
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10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(1). The alternative (i.e., use of the currently installed j

gauge) provides an acceptable level of quality and safety.

4.4 RELIEF REQUEST 2PR-4 i

r
Relief is requested from the requirements for the full-scale range of the

.

analog instruments used to measure suction pressure for the auxiliary
feedwater pumps. OM-6, Paragraph 4.6.1.Z, requires that the full scale range

,

,

; of each analog instrument shall not be greater than three times the reference
' value.

f Basis for Relief: The licensee stated " Pump discharge pressure is compared to
pump suction pressure to determine pump differential pressure [i.e., pump
differential pressure - pump discharge pressure minus pump suction pressure]. I
Reference values for suction pressures for these pumps [are] about 15 psig !
maximum. This would require suction pressure gauges [with a full-scale range]

'

of 0 - 45 psig maximum. The accuracy required for this gauge would be 2% of |

45 psig which is +/- 0.9 psig. The permanent (suction] pressure gauges )currently installed are 0 - 60 psig with a tolerance less than +/- 0.9 psig.
1

Although the permanent instruments are above the maximum range limits, they '

are within the accuracy requirements and are therefore suitable for the test.
Reference NUREG-1482, Section 5.5.1."

2Alternate Testina: The licensee proposed "Use the present permanently
' installed suction pressure gauges." |

Evaluation ;

When the range of a permanently installed analog instrument is greater than |

3 times the reference value but the accuracy of the instrument is more |

conservative than the code required accuracy, the combination of the range and |
accuracy may yield a reading at least equivalent to the reading that could be i

achieved when complying with the code. For the auxiliary feedwater pumps, the
'

reference values for suction pressure could be as low as 15 psig. The code :

requires a gauge that would have a full scale of 0 - 45 psig maximum (three i

times 15 pttg'. The installed gauges have a range of 0 - 60 psig with an i

accuracy of yproximately 1.5 percent full scale or better. The combination
ensures that the measured value is within +/- 0.9 psig of the actual value and
has the same tolerance as the combination of the code required range and
accuracy. Therefore, the use of the permanently installed gauge as an
alternate to the Code-required gauge will provide an acceptable level of
quality and safety. The licensee is responsible for ensuring that the
instrument reading precision (e.g., reading marks) is acceptable for the i

testing. |
!

Conclusion |

The alternative to the Code requirements for the full-scale range of the
auxiliary feedwater pump suction pressure gauges is authorized pursuant to
10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(1). The alternative (i.e., use of the currently installed
gauge) provides an acceptable level of quality and safety.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _.
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5.0 C0f91ENTS ON TEST DEFERRALS

OM-10 includes provisions that allow a licensee to defer valve exercising in a
hierarchy such that if full-stroke exercising cannot be conducted during power
operations, partial-stroke exercising can be performed quarterly, with full-
stroke at cold shutdown conditions. If neither partial- or full-stroke ,

exercising can be perfomed during power operations, then exercising can be -

deferred to cold shutdowns. If full-stroke exercising is impractical during '

power operations and cold shutdowns, partial-stroke exercising can be |

perfomed during cold shutdowns and full-stroke exercising can be performed
during refueling outages. If exercising is impractical at conditions other
than refueling, the exercising may be deferred to refueling outages. These
provisions are included in Paragraphs 4.2.1.2 and 4.3.2.2 for Category A and B
valves, and Category C valves, respectively. The test deferrals were
initially reviewed in the February 22, 1995, safety evaluation and certain
discrepancies were identified which have been addressed by the licensee in the
updated program. However, the general comment on the use of notes for test
deferrals does not appear to be fully addressed. It is repeated below for
consideration by the licensee to improve the quality of the IST program
document:

TEST DEFERRALS - Paragraph 6.2, " Test Plans," of OM-10 requires
that the justification for deferral of stroke testing of valves be
included in the inservice testing plan. The program document
currently includes the test deferrals in the notes at the end of
the valve table. While this is an acceptable option for the
format, the " Notes" should include the valve numbers and the
safety function (s) as well as the information justifying the
deferral. Each such note should be identified as a test deferral
(e.g. Note 2. Test Deferral:). Additionally, the program
document could be enhanced if the function of each of the valves
were identified in the valve table, particularly since the program
does not include system drawings (e.g., " Main steam to auxiliary ,

feedwater turbine driver"). I

1. NOTE 9 - Valve V0084 is a 2" Class I check valve in the reactor coolant
system. Note 9 indicates that this valve is considered passive because
it is in series with a normally closed safety-related air-operated valve
and is not required to change positions to perform a safety-related
function. Check valves are generally considered active valves unless
the flow is blocked and the licensee has indicated that such is the case
for this valve. The previous revision indicated that the check valve
flow was blocked by a nonsafety-related air-operated valve.

2. NOTE 30 - In noting that the exercising of emergency core cooling system
valves during power operations would violate Technical Specification,
the section of technical specifications is now referenced as recommended
in the February 22, 1995, safety evaluation. The recommendation applied
to other notes as well and many have been revised to include the
specific TS number (e.g., TS 4.4.6.2.2 in Note 63).

. - .__ . - .- .-
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I 3. NOTE 48 - los justification for test deferral referred to Relief Request
! VR-3 ("using the same logic applied in VR-3"); however, VR-3 had been i

; deleted. Note 48 has now been deleted and this comment is no longer |

|
applicable. |

i
4. NOTES 61, 63, 65, and 67 - These notes were revised to properly address.

! the requirements of ON-10 rather than IWV-3522.
: )

| S. NOTE 62 - The valves that were also previously covered by Note 45 (i.e.,
covered by both Note 62 and Note 45) remain in the scope of Note 62.

:
Note 45 has been deleted. l

4

; 1

| 6. NOTE 70 - The correct valves have been identified. |
i

1 '
7. NOTE 74 - The valve number has been corrected.

'

6.0 CONCLUSION |.

Based on the information provided by the licensee, the staff has determined .

4

. that, wi,th respect to requests for relief 2VR-4 and 2VR-6, the alternate use !

! of a later edition and addenda of ASNE Section XI is authorized pursuant to !

10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(1) and will provide an acceptable level of quality and'

safety. For relief requests 2PR-2, 2PR-3, and 2PR-4, the staff has determined
that the use of the permanently installed pressure gauges as an alternative is

,

authorized pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i) and will provide an acceptable i

level of quality and safety. With respect to requests for relief 2VR-1 and
2PR-1, the staff has determined that the testing requirements for the subject
components are impractical and pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(f)(6)(1), the
granting of relief is authorized by law, will not endanger life, property or
the common defense and security, and is otherwise in the public interest.
This relief has been granted giving due consideration to the burden upon the
licensee that could result if the requirements were imposed on the facility.
The staff has determined that with respect to requests for request 2VR-2 and
2VR-3, compliance by Wolf Creek Operating Corporation would result in hardship
or unusual difficulty without a compensating increase in the level of quality
and safety; therefore, the proposed alternative is authorized, pursuant to
10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(ii). |

,

Attachment: Summary of Test Deferrals

Principal Contributor: P. Campbell

Date: January 10, 1996 |
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Table 1-

Summary of Test Deferrals

'

NOTE: Not all " Notes" are test deferrels.

Note Namiber Applicable Valves Justifkation NRC Cassansats
,

Note 2 Main and Bahame Steam Closure of the annin steem isolation valves denng unit 'Inejustification is adequaes for
AB-HV-0011/0014/ operation could result in reactor trip and safety injectica deferral of the full-stroke
0017/0020 actuation which would inti-harm a severe transient in the enescimag to cold shutdowns.

nomin steem lines which is --- , " * front an operatsomet However, NUREG-1431,
-

viewpoent. Testing by isolatag each main steem handar is "Senaderd T=ch-c=1 Specificatices
also possible but would cause a power reduction which is for Westinghouse Planes," Bases
also unacceptable from an operational viewpoint. 'these section for Survestience
valves will be partially stroked every three months and fisil- Requiremment SR-3.7.2.1, i.A.c.a
stroke tested durmg cold shutdown. that smain steem isolation valves

should not be tested at power,
simes even a part-strolos exercios
imeneses the risk of a velve
clamme when the unit is
generstag power.

Note 5 Main Feedwater System Dunng normal operation, exercising these valves would be "thejustificationis adequaes for
AE-FV-0039/40/41/42 impractical. Clomag these valves dunng operetnam would deferral of the full-stroke
AE-V-0120/121/122/123 isolate feedwater to the steem generators which could amult ezescisang to cold skuedowns.

in a severe transient, possibly e===enqr a unit trip. Valves However, NURBG-1431,
FV.39, 40, 41, and 42 will be pertul-stroke e-nari during "Senadssd Tach =arat Specifiestacus

nonnal operation while the remainsag teshag on all the for Westinghouse Plants," Bases
;

valves pertaines so this note win be perfonned during cold seenom for Surveillance
shutdown. Requaessmet SR-3.7.3.1, i=dic=*=

,

that main feedweser i=rdatiam'

valves should not be tested at
i power, since even a part-stroke

i exercise increases the risk of a
valve closure when the unit is

Power.
_

1

.
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Note Nanber Applicable Valves Justification NRC Comunesis

| Note 6 Main Feedwater System Exercising these valves dunas nonnel operation would %e concern of thenmal shock to

! AH-V 0124/125/126/127 intmduce cold auxiliary feedwater into the steem genetstore feedwater nonles is sufficient
and therefore would cause an unnecesenry thennst shock to justification to defer teshag to

Auxiliary Feedwater System the auxiliary feed noules. Valve testing will be done cold shutdowns.

AL-V-0030/33/36/42/45 during cold shutdown.
i

AL-V-0054/57/62/67/72

Note 8 Reactor Coolant System Dese valves have an interlock which prevents their Dese valves isolate the high

BB-PV-8702A/B opening when reactor coolant system pressure is above 360 pressere reactor coolant system

peig. Valve testing will be perfonned during cold from the low pressure rendual

Residual Heat Removal shutdown. best ressaval system and commot

System - BB-HV-8701 A/B be shoked tested dunng power
opershons. De power controls
are interlocked to prevent valve
opensag, and thus minindas the
possibility of an intersystem lose-
of-coolant accident.

Note 10 Reactor Coolant System %e power-operated relief valves (PORVs) have a history De test deferral is commseemt with

BB-PCV-0455A/0456A of failures and should not be challenged at power. Valve NRC g=ad==ca for surveillance

testing will be perfonned dunng cold shutdown. testag of the PORVs given in OL'

9046, "Resoluhon of Gemene
issue 70, 'Porer Operased Rebef
Valve and Block Valve
Rehability,' and Generic Isseo 94,
'AdditionalI.aw-Temperature

C- r. ,. Protechan for

Light-Water Reactors.' Note that
if the PORVs are leaking, the
block valves asust be =minansand
closed and would not be inser* ice
testag ciumreerly (refenace TS
4.4.4.2).

2

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - __ _ __ - ______
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Note Nanber Applicable Valves Justification NRC Cesnesents

Note 11 Reactor Coolant System Failure of these valves in the closed position during nonnel Due to the sensitivity of reactor

BB-HV-0013/14/15/16 operation would inhibit flow to the reactor coolant pump coolant pump thennal bemers to
'

thermal barners. 1his is not desirable during pump temperature transients when

operation. Valve testing will be p Tm e4 during cold cooling is interrupted, the

shutdown. justification for defemag testing 3

is adequate.
>

Note 12 Reactor Coolant System Failure of these valves in the closed position during nonnel Due to the sensitivity of reactor

BB-HV-8351A/B/C/D operation would inhibit flow to the reactor coolant penp coolant pump seals to temperature
seals which could damage the reactor coolant pump seals. transients when cooling is

Valve testing will be performed during cold shutdown. interrupted, thejustification for
defemog testing is adequate.

l Note 13 Reactor Coolant System Stroking these valves during nonnal operation is These valves are the reactor

| BB HV-8001A/B impractical. Exercising these valves would allow discharge vessel head vent valves and are
! BB-HV-8002A/B of uncontrolled radiological releases since the system is Target Rock pilot-essisted,

l vented to containment etanosphere. Also, exeteising the desectional i; " ^ solenoid-_

"inside" valve at power tends to bury the system which 9perated valves. The HV-8002

_

would possibly unseat the closed valve, thus limiting any valves are in series with the HV-
maintenance activity if pistk occur with the valves. 8001 valves (two valves in each
Funthermore, failure of any one of these valves in the open of two trains A and B). Opening !

'

position would reduce the system to single-valve protection the inside valve for testing during
between the reactor coolant system and containment power conditions can cause the j

atmosphere. Valve testing will be performed during cold outer valve to ===r for a brief
,

shutdown. penod (* burp" open and then
reclose) due to the pressure spike. |

If the outer valve failed to
reclose, there would be only one
valve at a reactor coolant system
boi-d-y. Therefore, testmg-

these valves danng cold shutdown r

|rather than quarterly is justified.

:

i
i

t
t

'

3
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Note Museber Applicable Valves Justification NRC ramammenes
t

Note 14 Chendent and Vohums Failure of ces of absse valves in the closed position during Due to the sensitivity of reactor !

Control Systoni sonnel operation would result in a loss of seal water flow coolant pummy seals to esasperature ,

!

BO-HV-8100/8112 to the reactor coolant pumps and could cause penp seal treassents when coohng is

damage. valve testeg will be perfonned denng cold 1. '. thejunificehan for ,
'

shutdown. defunng temag is M

Note 15 Chenecal and Volume Failure of one of these valves in the closed position danag h charging syseean is in service ;

Control Systent normal operation would result in loss of pressurimer level conhamously dunng power !

BG-HV-8152/8160 control and may cause plant shutdown. Valve testing wiu opershoes to maistaan reactor [
be perfonned denng cold shutdown. coolant system cl====* y and [

inventory. Defernag teshag to i

cold skuedowns is acceptable to ;

preclude loss of pressuriser level j
control and possible plant -

s6uedown that could occur by [
teshes these valves.

-

t

Note 16 Auxiliary hrbines Full-stroke exercising these valves requires full flow froat These valves are in the steam i

FCV-001/2/24/25 the turbine <lriven auxiliary feedwater pump. Obenenine supply to the auxiliary feedwater j

full flow with this pump during nonnal operations would pump turbine driver. Full flow j
cause thermal shocking of the steam generator feedwater through the valves esa only be j
nozzles due to the injection of cold water. His is highly assured by full-flow teshag the ;

undesirable. De valves will be partial stroked quarterly auxiliary feedwater pump. Such a ;

and full stroked dunng cold shutdowns. test is ! , d=? to performa ;
-

quarterly without __", - ; the ;

feedweser nozzles to a thenmal a

shock. During the quarterly I

teming of the pump, the valves [
are partaalweroke exercreed. Full- !

Istroke exercissag will be

A " dunes cold shuidowns. j
i
!

:
I

!
t

!
|

4
i

k
y
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Note Nusnber Applicable Valves Justification NRC Comsments

Note 17 rh==t and Volume Closure of one of these valves during nonnat operation The chargmg system is in service

Control System would isolate charging flow to the reactor coolant system continuously during power i

BG-HV-8105/8106 which could result in loss of pressurizer level control sad opershoes to maintain reactor i

cause plant shutdown. Valve testing will be pfw I coolant system chemistry and !

during cold shutdown. inventory. Defernas testing to
cold shutdowns is acceptable to

:preclude loss of pressuriser level
control and possible plant
shutdown that could occur by |

testing these valves. |

Note 18 Chemical and Volume De normal charging pumps' suction would be isolated De charging system is in service

Control System upon closure of one of these valves during normal continuously dunng power

BG-LCV-Oll2B/C operation. Alternate suction flow paths (e.g., aligned with operations to maintain reactor
the refueling water storage tank) would cause a sudden coolant system chenustry and
increase in reactor coolant system boron inventory, and inventory. Isolatmg the monnat
thereby, a plant transient. Also, seal water injection to the suctnon would cause a transient on

reactor coolant pumps would be inhibited which could the reactor coolant system. i

result in damage to the seals. Valve testing will be Defernng testing to cold

performed during cold shutdown. shutdowns is acceptable to
Preclude the chemical trannent, i
sad possible plant tranaent, that !

could occur by teshag these
valves at power opershons. |

Note 19 rh s! and Volume Testing this valve during normal operation would introduce Defernng testing of this valve is [
Control System boric acid to the primary side causing unwanted negative acceptable to preclude

BG-V-0174 reactivity addition. Valve testing will be perfonned dunng introductionof boric acid to the !

cold shutdown. reactor coolant system which
could cause a plant tramment. f

Note 20 Residual Heat Removal Closure or failure of either El HV-8716A or B would De test deferral is consistent with

System render both trains of the rendual heat removal system NRC guih that valves should
EJ-HV-8716A/B inoperable and would require plant shutdown. De valves not be tested if the testing -

will be full-stroke exercised dunng cold shutdowns. loss of a total systens function. j

i

,

5 i

!
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Note Number Applicable Velves Justification NRC em
.

Note 21 Refueling Water Storage Failure of this valve in the closed position denng nonmal 'the test deferral is consistemt with
BN-HV4813 operaten could cause a failure of both safety impection NRC guidames that valves should

pumps by isolatmg the miniflow recirculation path for both not be tested if the easting causes
panps. Valve testag will be perfonned denng cold loss of a total syseman fumetsas.
shutdown.

Note 22 Refueling Water Storage Failure of these valves in the open position dunng nonnal Defenal of tesdag this valve is ,

BN-LCV Oll2D/E operation could result in introduction of bormeed water imeo P to preclude
the reactor coolset system which could possibly cease plemt introduction of baric acid to the t

|
shutdown. Velve testag will be perfonned during cold reactor coolant system which !

'
- shutdown. could cameo a plant transient. .

Note 27 Rendual Heat Removal El HV-8804A and B have control meerlocks with BN4813 The test deferral is consistemt with !

System which is required per technical specifications to remann NRC guedence'that valves should !

El-HV-8804A/B open during power operations. Closing this valve would not be tested if the testing causes ;'

render both emergency core cooling system trains loss of a total sysesan function. |;

inoperable and would require intiation of shutdown. |
These valves will be exen:ised donag cold shutdowns. !

Note 28 Rendual Heat Removal 'these valves have their power removed denng monmal Testing these valves quarterly j
System operation so that the emergency core cooling systens would requus power to be |
EJ-HV4809A/B flowpath can be semantamed operable per techecal restosed, violatag plant 6 j

EJ-HV-8840 specifications. Valve testing will be perfonned denng cold specif"- Therefore, i
slusadown. deferring testag to cold |

N is -w "f i

! Nees 29 Accuandator Safety injection These valves are locked open with power removed dunag These valves are locked open so
EP-HV4808A/B/C/D normaal operation with reactor coolant system pressee that inadvertent closure will not

! above 1000 peig as reqmrod by technical specifications. occur. Classag any one of these
! Valve testing will be perfonned denng cold shutdown. valves would defeat the capability !

ofiniection from the amoemeed j
--a aar and is proimbiesa by :

P ant technical specifiestions sad jl
safety senlysis. |

:

I

!
!

!
t

6 i>
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Note Nanber Applicable Valves Justification NRC Cannassats
|

Note 30 High Pressure Coolant Failure of this valve in the closed position dunng nonnal This valve is sin isolaten valve |
Impection operation could inhibit a portion of the emergency core for safety injectum flow to the

EM-HV-8835 cooling system. Closmg EM HV-8835 would render both reactor coolant system cold legs.

safety injection trains inoperable. This valve is required to Power to the valve actuator is
remam open, with power removed from the valve operator, rensoved durms plant operations ;

,

per plant technical specifications. Exercising the valve and closing this valve is
would violate technical specifications. Valve testag will prohibited by techecal
be performed during cold shutdowns. specifications. Therefore, testag i

dunng cold sinredown conditions |
'

is acceptable.

Note 31 Reactor Coolant System Exercising of these valves during normal operation would Due to the sensitivity of reactor !

BB-V-443/444/445 result in interruption of coinponent cooling water flow to coolant pump thennat barners to

BB-V-446/447/448 the reactor coolant pumps thennel barrier cooling coil. temperature transients when I

BB-V-449/550 Valve testing will be pc fu. ' during cold shutdown. cooling is interrupted, the
justification for defernag testag ;

!is adequate.

Note 33 Residual Heat Removal A full-stroke exercise of these valves during nonnel 1he test deferral is consistent with ,
|

EJ-8730A/B operations is not possible since these valves cannot open NRC guint==ca that valves should |
,

against reactor coolant system pressure. The flow path not be tested if the testing r===an !

back to the refueling water storage tank would require loss of a total system function. |
opening BN-8717. Opening this valve and throttling a t

residual heat removal (RHR) pump discharge valve would
make both trains of the RHR system inoperable since the
RHR system could no longer provide adequate emergency
core cooling flow upon initiation of a safety injection |

signal. Valves will be partial stroked quarterly and full [
stroked dunng cold shutdowns.

|

:

:
,

7 !

j

1
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Note Nunhar Applienble Valves Justification NRC Commmes

Note 34 Rasedual Heat Removal Teshag of these valves dunng norsaal opershoe is Opening the valves during power

El-HV-8811 A/B iseprochcal. Opening the valves dunng nonent operation opershoes an=Id drain the |

would drain the RHR suchos header into the contaimusst contenes of the RHR section j

sump sendering the associated RHR train inoperable. header into the cana=====r sumip
'

Failure of either FJ HV-8811 A or B in the opea posihom and resuk in an inoperable train
would violate technical specificabans which would require of RHR. The valves are

I
initietnam of plant shutdown. Furthennore, access to these ====einasy inaccesable, and a

valves is limited aime to the valves being located inside sa failure of one of the valves during

= - - , * '= tank. Maintenance on these valves would testing could result in a plant

require the plant to be shutdown. The additional risks shutdone to naake repeas. r

encountered to perform teshag do notjustify the ===11 "Iherefore, it is ac:epenble to !
amoest of added assurance gained by the testing. Valve defer testing. !

teshng will be perfonned dunng cold shutdome.

Note 35 Came=== ant Spray System Testing of these valves during nonnal opershoe is It is acceptable to defer testag to ,

EN-HV-0001/0007 innprachcal. Opening valve dunng operation would run the preclude draining the section of i

risk of dranung the containment spray pumps suchon the aa=*=====e spray pumps and
'

,

handars into the cone =i====t sump which could cause possible flooding of the
severe damage to the pumps and reader thean '=---_'_'_: came=i====me j

'Ibe RWST must be isolated to prevent floodeg
cane =====* should the smgle check valve not hold when
these valves are stroked opea. The additional risks ;

j[encountered to perfona teshag do notjustify the seau
amount of =dd==I assurance gened by the e=eine.

|

Note 39 Accummlator Safety Injechoa Valve testag dunng nonnat operation is ' , -W '. The test defenal is ara =pe=hla to i

EP-HV-8950A/B/C/D/E/F Failure of these valves in the open posihan would represset preclude loss of tie accummiator {
a major loss of safety eqmpaumt which would force the functicaif a valve fails to reclose [
plant into shutdown. There is no inanual backup valve for when tested dunag power j
these valves and if one of the valves failed open it would operaben. Opemirig of any ces of g

render the associssed acc===Imaar inoperable which would these valves vents the ==ac=a=A |
put the plant into a oeu4our action semeema=t The acc===n=aar directly to '

technical specificahon may not allow adequese time to east nw=*=i====t -

f ;

and restore an accin==n=aar. Teshag will be perfonned j

dunng cold shutdown. j
I
:
i

:

8 j
:
9

.
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Note Numsher Applicable Valves Justification NRC Cc====a= ,

!

Note 40 C- " Air Failure of either valve in the closed position, or emesciseng Stroking the valve wouldisolate |,-

KA-FV 00s, KAV 0204 of either valvo, during morent piset operation, would the air supply to various ;
interrupt the supply ofinstrunnent air to valves and ^ - "y-operated

~

, _ _ _

e:Pupaunt =e==== y for syseesa control and operation. - pa===e= many of whsch are ;
'

laterruption of air supply would essee loss of normant valves masasenmed in an open or ,

letdown capability, loss of pressuriser pressure and level closed pasation by air but fail on j
,

control, loss of spray control capability and normal loss of air to the " fail-anfe" |
charging capability, which could result in reactor trip, posation. The change of position ;

J==^* = of the reactor for certaan of these valves would |
'

safety injection initiation, ow.r - =

coolant system (RCS), thennel shock of RCS piping, plant result in various system !
tranaents and consequently plant shutdown. Testing wiu tr===ame=, ultumstely commag a .

be perfonned during cold shutdown. plant trip. Deferral of testag to
cold shutdowns is acceptable to |

,

preclude such a treament. i

Note 50 Reactor Coolant System Exercising these valves dunng power operation is Subpecting noedre and paping to !

BB-8378A/B impractical due to thennel tranaents mduced on the abonnel cychas can cause |

BB-8379AiB . auxiliary chargeg nozzle and on the auxiliary charges damage; therefore, it is -- , ^JZ_ |-

piping dunng switchover froen nonnat to alternate to defer testing of these valves to i

chargmg. Valve testag will be perfonned dunng cold cold shutdose.
shutdown. ,

t

Noes 54 th== cal and Vohume These valves will be partial-stroke exercised quarterly and Deferral of full-stroke esercising |
, '
'

Control Systemi full-stroke exercised danns refueling outages. Full semko is ======ry due to the design of
BG-8481A/B exercimag dunng nonnat operation would require injectag the syseese, widi partial-stroke [

,

borneed water into the RCS wiuch could cause a pomr exeressens quarterly at less than !'

decrease. Furthennore, full-flow exercising of these valves full flow. |i

cannot be perfonned dunng power operations or cold :

shutdown due to the existence ofinsufficient volene |

expasmon to acca--admaa the flow requimd for nestag. |
Full-stroke exercising dunng cold shutdown could also i
cause cold 7.- - ^Se of the RCS. Full-flow 1

testag of these valves requires reactor head reasoval. |

9
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Note Na Applicable Valves Jnatifle=83a= NRC t'a=====en

Nees 55 th==aal and Volumes Does volves will be easted closed during cold shutdowns. Technical Specificehoa 3.0.3
Caetml system Tesenes of these velves required cross commecting boek requhes piamt shutdown so
BO-8481A/B trains of charging which is not allowed per Techancel proceed in one hour. Teshag

Specificehon 3.5.2 in tuodes 1,2, and 3, sinos it tequisse lhese volvesisould pleos the piset
valuelerily enterlag Toshniset specifleetion 3.0.3. la sunk a == dada = which is not

allowed by the ach=icale

specificehoes danag power
operations: therefon, desarrel of
teshag is m .

Note 56 Reactor Coolant Sysees. These valves will be tested closed during cold shutdowns. Due ao the seasstivity of reactor
BB-Vil8, BB-V148, Testing these volves quarterly would be burda==nsee sinos coolant pusup emels to tesaperahme

BB-V178, BB-V208 this would require secunng reactor coolset posep seal tr===i==*= whom cooling is
weser flow winch would icrease the probability of a lons- imeernspeed, thejustificeman for
of. coolant accident. defernas aeshag is adequene.

| Note 58 Chesnical and Vohune This valve will be tested closed during cold shuedowns. Switching to alternate charging

! Centrol System Teshag dunng power opershoa would require secenas could crease a plant transient, and
BG-8381 nonnel charging winch would cause a plant trip. possibly a plant trip. Test'

deferral is appropnete to preclude'

such an upset condition.

Note 59 Component Coohng Water His valve will be tested closed denng cold shutdowns. Due to the -----t'A of reactorf

System Testing dunas power opershon could damage the reactor coolant puesp seals to tesaperature
EG-V204 coolant pornps and would increase the probability of a lose- tr===&==*= when coohng is

| of-coolant accelent. L. . thejustificehon for"

dadernag esshag is adequate.!

|
.
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Neee Nuisher Applicable Valves Justification NRC Censusemes ;

t

Note 60 Reactor Coolant Systeen These valves will be fullecke opea tested during The only pleet condition that |
BB-V001, BB-VU22, refueling outages. Full-stroke exercising denna monmal alkms flow teshag of these valves '

BB-V040, BB-V059 opershca would require inveches bormeed weser into the is with the reactor veneet head |
RCS which could cause a power decrease. Furtherenore, reasoved during refueling outages.

High Pressure Coolant partial- or full-flow exercising of these valves commot be 'thseefore, test deferred is
Impection perfonned during power operesions or cold shutdoues due appropnees. ;

EM8815 to the existence of insufficient vohune expenseos to '

accommendees the flow required for teshng. Full-stroke
Chemical and Volusse exercising denng cold shutdowns could also cause cold
Control System overpressurination of the RCS. Full-flow teshag of these |
BO-8546A/B valves requires reactor head rh. ;

Note 61 Reactor Coolant Syseeni These valves will be full-stroke opea tested during Testing these valves is only
BB-V001, BB-V022 refueling outages. Full-stroke exercising during nonnel prochcal in a plant condshon whom !

'

BB-V040, BB-V059 operation would require injecting borated weser into the the reactor vessel head is f

RCS which could cause a power decrease. Furthwinore, resmoved. 'llierefore, test deferral f
High Pressure Coolant partial- or full-flow exercising of these velves cannot be is necessary.
Injechon p.fm 2 during power opershoes or cold shutdown due
EM8815 to the existence of insufficient wohune expension to

accomunodese the flow required for teshng. Full stroke t

Chemical and Volumne exerciang denng cold shutdown could also cause cold !
Control Systeen overpressunaaban of the RCS. Full-flow teshag of these i,

BG-8546A/B valves requires reactor head resnovel. f
Note 62 Rendual Heat Removal These velves will full-stroke opea tested dunng cold 'Ihese velves cannot be tested at !

System - EJ-8841A/B shutdowns. These valves cannot be exercised open dunas power condshoes h here is !t
power opershon due to systemi pressure not being able to no flow peelt sveilable for teshag. f;

Reactor Cooient Syseena overcosse RCS pressure. j'

BB-8949B/C !

!
^===amor Saf y roiection :

EP-8818A/B/C/D |

!
>

|
:

|

|
11 i
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Note Nanber Applicable Valves Justification NRC Comments

Note 63 Residual Heat Removal These valves will be close tested during cold shutdowns. De test deferral is m to
System- El-8841 A/B Per OM 10, Section 4.3.2, it is not practical to exetcies perform a elooed test which i

these valves frota the open % the closed position due to the verifies abet the obturator travels ,

Reactor Coolant System reasons stated in Note 62. Assurance of valve closure is frani the open position to the i

BB-8940B/C provided by monitoring of RCS leakage in accordance with closed poedian. The valves are |
'

Technical Specification 3/4.4.6.2. Additionally, these nonnally closed and the closure ;

Accumulator Safety injection valves are close tested in accordance with the guidelines of dunng power operations is ;

EP-8818A/B/C/D Technical Specification 4.4.6.2.2. nuatored through RCS leakage
rese monieoring.

Note 64 Reactor Coolant System nese valves will be full-stroke open tested during For quarterly testing, the seat |

BB-8948A/B/C/D refueling outages. Deee valves cannot be exercised open deferral is m due to the ,

BB8949A/D during power operation due to system pressure not being unavailability of a full-flow path
'

able to overcome RCS pressure. In cold shutdown, dunng power operating

High Pressure Coolant Technical Specification 3.5.4 requires both safety injection conditions. Dunng cold

Injection System pumps to be isolated from the RCS; therefore, there is no shutdown, low-eemperature.

EMV001/2/3/4 practical method for testing these valves during cold overpressure protection concerns

shutdowns. preclude operation of the high ,

Accumulator Safety Injection pressure injection pumps. Test ,

EPV010/020/030/040
deferralis justified.

Note 65 Reactor Coolant System neee valves will be close tested during cold shutdowns. De east deferral is =anam-ey to

BB-8948A/B/C/D Per OM-10, Section 4.3.2, it is not practical to exercise perfonn a closed test which

BB8949A/D these valves frons the open to the closed position due to the verifies that the obturneor travels

rensass stated in Note 62. Assurance of valve closure is from the open position to the
'

High P: essure Coolant provided by monitoring of RCS leakage in accordance with closed position. The valves are

Injection System Technical Specification 3/4.4.6.2. Additionally, these monantly closed and the closure ,

EMV001/2/3/4 valves are close tested in accordance with the guidelines of dunng power operations is |

Technical Specification 4.4.6.2.2. monitored thmugh RCS leakage
'

Ae '7 Safety Igection mee monitoring.
'

t

EPV010/020/030/040

i

12
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Neee Nan =har Applicable Valves JustNienelen NRC Commesmes

Note 66 Accumulator Safety Indeoenom These valves will be fbilgesche opea easted during There is no flow pash available to
EP-8956A/B/C/D refbeling outages. These valves commet be esercised opea exercise these check valves at

dereng power operetnam due to systemi pressure mot being plant ar-htions other thma
able to overcome RCS pressure. These velves commet be refueling outages. Dunes power
partial- or full-stroite open exercised denng cold shutdown operations, flow manot be

-- - concerns. isqjected ineo the RCS, During'

due to cold ..w. _ .

cold shutdowns, a flow pask is
unavailable due to low-
temperseme, overpreseude
concerns. Test deferralis
ju-tified.

Note 67 Accinnulmaar Safety Ingection These volves will be close sessed dunng cold shutdowns. 'Ibe test deferral is m to
EP-8956A/B/C/D Per OM-10, Section 4.3.2, it is not practical to exercise perfona a closed aest winch

these valves fross the open to the closed position due to the verifies that the obturator travels
reasons stated in Note 62. Assurance of valve clomare is froaa the opsma poortnam to the

provided by reonitonag of RCS leakage in accordmace with closed position. The valves are
Techacal Specification 3/4.4.6.2. Additionally, these monmally closed and the closure
valves are close sessed in accordance with the guidelines of denug power operassoasis
Technical Specification 4.4.6.2.2. monitored through RG lashage

rue momsorime.

Note 68 High Pressere Coolant These valves will be partial-stroke open exercised quereerly 1here is no flow padh avanlable to
Ingection and fhll-stroke exercised during refueling outages. These exercise these check valves at
EM-8922A/B, EM-8926A/B valves commot be exercised opea during power operation plant enarbtnous other than

due to systemi pressure not being able to overcosse RCS sofueling outages. Dunng power
pressure. In cold shutdown, Technical Specification 3.5.4 operassoas, flow commet be
requires both esfety injection pumps to be isolated front the impected imeo the RCS. Dunng
RCS; therefore, there is no practical method for seshag cold shmedawns, the high pressure

these valves denng cold abuedowns. inr=*= pumps commet in
opermoed to provule a flow of
water due to low -

-

._ _,

overpressedsmanam concerns.

13
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Neee Nussbar A.," ;W Valves Jastincaties NRC Commsents
:

!

Neen 69 High Pressee Cociant These valves will be tested closed during cold shuklowns. tiara == the refuehag weser [
i

( Testing these valves closed requires isolating the RWST storage task anest be av=ImMa
| Impection

EM-8926A/B winch during power operation would require volustanly dunng power operations as a I
*

i
entenng Technical Specificeboa 3.0.3. supply of borated weser in the

event of a loss-of-coolant .

acculent, teshes these velves {,

!
cannot be performed aguarterly. |

i Test deferral is ==ran=ry. t

|

Note 70 Come=== ant Spray System %ese valves will be open sessed dunng refueling outages See the evolusham for Relief I
!

EN-V002/8 by disassembly. A diNerent valve will be dian===hled, Request.2VR 6, Sectica 3.6,

mspected, and manually full-stroked dunas each refuehag. above. |

If the full-stroke capability of the disassembled valve is in |!

question, the other valve will be di==ma=hled, inspected,
j

and inanually full-stroked dunng the same outage in |
accordance with the 1994 A&ianda of the OM Code,

!

,

Subsection ISTC 4.5.4 (see Relief Request 2VR-6). ,

Stroke-open testing of these valves would require instelhag ||
temporary piping and floodag the coor==sperit

!recirculation sump with con ===anad weser. It is note

prachcal to test these valves except dunng refueling |
| cutages, bac===a of the radiation expoenre and limited eines !

(due to Techmcal Specification 3.5.2). ,

Note 71 Resulual Heat Reasoval %ese valves will be full-stroke open tested donag Bene check valves c===nt be !

System refueling outages. Full-or A M openmg of these exercised without semkag valves |

B-8969A/B valves dunng nonnel opershoes would ,equire stroking of HV-8804A/B which commot be ;

E HV-8804A/B. Valves B HV-8804A/B controls ase closed dunng power opershoes |

meerlocked with BN-8813 winch is required by plant (see Nees 27 above). During cold |

tecluscal specificehoes to remesa open dunag power shuklowns, teshag is imprechcal. !
'

cpershons. Clomas BN-8813 would require voluntanly Only donag refuehag outages

entenng Technical Specification 3.0.3, winch wombi when the reactor vessel head is

require plant shutdown to proceed within I bour.13 er removed ces these valves be flow

partial-stroke testing these valves dunng cold sih * 3 easted. Test deferral is = ara == y.

impractical because it requires reactor head reasoval.

14
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fNeee Nenhor AppIkehle Valves Justifkation NRC Comuneses
i

Nees 72 Rasuinal Heat Reasovel 'Ibese valves will be partsel-stroke exercised quarterly and Insufficient flowis available !

Syseesa full-stroke exercised dunng refuehag cutages. These dunag power operations and cold [
B-8958A/B valves cannot be fiell-flow exeressed open during power shutdown to fulletroke esercies }

! operatsoa due to system pressure not being able to these chedt valves. 'Inerefuse, ;
overcome RCS pressure. Furthenmore, full-flow exercising partial-stroke esencasing quarterly (
of these valves cannot be perfonned denng cold abuedown and full-stroke exeresang during .

due to the existence of insufficuet voluine expanssoa to refisshag outages is aan.pa ha.. [
accomanodate the How required for testing.

{
Note 73 Resadual Heat Reasovat These valves will be esseed closed denng cold shutdowns. As moeed in Nees 72 above, these |

System Testing these the valves closed during power operations valves are esercised to verify the {
B-8958A/B requires isolating the refueling water storage tamit wtsch opaming capability quarterly and i

would require voluntarily entenng Technical Specification dunag refueling outages. Closure {
3.0.3 and a 1-hour action statement. capabilityis verified during cold [

shutdown condetsons when the L

refuehag water storage tanic cea |
be innamand. Test deferral as |

MM |
Note 74 Chenecal and Vohune Testing valve BG-V-135 requires secunng letdown. k is unclear which valve is !a

Control System Because letdown nonnelly operates dunas power covered in this note. It does not |
BG-V135 operstices, BG-V135 will be ammaad open donag cold appear that the valve emble j

shutdown. ndeneces this note for say valve, !

and the two muesbers in the moto |
are not the same. Nestber "BG-

i V 035" mar BG-V-305" are
secluded in the valve emble. 'Inis
E- , .-- , should be resolved.-

Coa =i== ant Spray These valves are partsat stroked quarterly. A different See die evaluation for ReliefNote 76 s
,

EN-V004/10 valve will be full streited dunag each refueling outage. If Request 2VR4, heia= 3.6, !
the full-stroite capability of the disassembled valve is in above. :

questson, the other valve will be deaa-a-hied, inspected |
and unanually full stroked dunng the same outage per the i

requirements of the 1994 Aal-Am of the OM Code, I

Subsection ISTC 4.5.4 (see Relief Request 2VR4). I
i

i

t
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Note Number Applicable Valves Justification NRC rammensman
i

Note 77 High Pressee Safety 1hese valves will be closed tested dunes cold shutdown. When a test commet ber 1,. '-

Injecten System It is not practical to close test these valves at power. dunag power operassoas, it is
3

.
EM-8922A/B acceptable to defer testing to cold

! shutdown condetsons. !

Note 78 Main Stenen to Tnarbine "Ihese valves are all part of one valve group which will be See the evalemenom for Relief |

Driver for Auxiliary on a rotating schedule for disassembly and inspection each Request 2VR4, Sectica 3.6,

Feedwater Pump refueling outage. If a problem is identified dunng the above. {
FCV-0001/2/24/25 sample disassembly of one of these valves, then all ;

nunnianag check valves in the group shall be Aa=====dd=1 |
:and inspected per the 1994 Ad&==la of the OM Code,

Subsection ISTC 4.5.4 (see Relief Request 2VR4). |
.

Note 81 Chenucal Vohnme and These valves will be tested during cold shutdowns. These It is impr= revel to close these

Control Syseem valves isolate needown flow through the regenerative heat valves dunng power operations ;

BO-LCV-0459/460 exchanger. Closing these valves at power results in a har==== the chargnag system |

significant thennal cycling of the nonnel charges line. pipsag would be subpected to !
I

Isolation c,? charges flow before testing would stop coohng thennel cycheg. Also, isolation
of letdown t.'ow and cause a steam environesent resultag in could result in a water hamunar

water hemmer. These valves are located betund the pressure surge which is highly !

bieshield well. Failure of either of these valves closed at =mlameable. Defernag testag to !
;

power would result in plant shusdown to allow arr=== for cold =hmaa.us en-Amin == is j

repairs. The i - " -- = in plant equipment e===ad by necessary to pavvent damage to |
-

testag and risks ==aciated with valve failure at power do the systent !
notjustify the sinall annount of added assurance gemed by
the testing.

-

1
!

;

i

!
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